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DSI Achieves ISO 9001 Certification
01/11/21 Ashburn, VA: DSI, an industry leader in IT solutions and services, is pleased to announce
today that it has earned the ISO 9001 certification. The comprehensive system audits covered every
aspect of operations.
"Everyone at DSI is completely dedicated to the pursuit of quality. By scrutinizing our operations at
every level, we assure that our customers are receiving superior service and the highest quality
products," said Alan Bechara, DSI Executive Vice President. “Fulfilling the strict requirements of the
ISO 9001 standard highlights our focus and commitment to deliver total customer satisfaction.”
ISO 9001 is a quality management system standard that was developed by the International
Organization for Standardization, which is an association of governmental and nongovernmental
organizations from many countries. The ISO 9001 standard is utilized to certify quality management
systems that focus on continuous improvement, customer satisfaction, and the active involvement of
both management and employees in a process-based approach.
“DSI has demonstrated its commitment to world class quality management by implementing and
becoming certified to the ISO 9001 standard. They have joined an elite number of organizations
worldwide who have achieved certification to this globally recognized quality standard,” said Randy
Daugharthy, Director of the Registrar Program at the Performance Review Institute Registrar. “PRI
Registrar is proud to partner with DSI in this accomplishment and look forward to continued support
of their objective of quality excellence.”
About DSI: DSI provides complete IT solutions and services that are secure, innovative, energy
efficient, and cost effective. Our customers include State & Local Government and Education
(SLED), Federal agencies, and commercial companies. We hold nationwide term contracts that are
supported by a team of industry professionals and certified engineers. We put the customer first and
understand the importance of providing a valuable experience from start to finish. Our knowledge of
current and emerging technologies is the foundation for providing solutions and services that
increase productivity and create positive workflow for our customers. DSI is headquartered in
Ashburn, Virginia, with offices nationwide. We are a Minority-Owned Small Business founded in
1991 by the current owners. Learn more at dsitech.com.
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